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Abstract

To assess impacts of solar geoengineering, the GeoMIP G1 experiment forces Earth System Models with prescribed reductions

in solar radiation to balance increases in atmospheric CO2. One key source of uncertainty is the magnitude of solar constant

reduction required to offset a CO2 quadrupling. Here, we decompose the G1 experiment in the Community Earth System

Model with solar only and CO2 only forcing experiments to quantify single forcing rapid radiative adjustments. We find that

radiative adjustments to both single forcings have a net positive effect on top of atmosphere energy balance such that they

both increase the net G1 forcing. Stratospheric temperature and shortwave cloud adjustments are the main sources of positive

adjustment in both Solar and CO2 scenarios. We also show that net G1 radiative adjustment cannot be represented linearly

with CO2 and solar forcing adjustments, which is primarily traced to further reductions in boundary layer clouds.
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Key Points:6

• The solar constant reduction to balance a CO2 quadrupling is dependent on ra-7

diative adjustments distinct to both solar and CO2 forcing8

• Radiative adjustments as a response to solar and CO2 forcing cannot be linearly9

separated using single forcing experiments10

• Non-linear adjustments to combined forcings are non-negligible in the net adjust-11

ment value in G1 and can primarily be traced to shortwave cloud response12
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Abstract13

To assess impacts of solar geoengineering, the GeoMIP G1 experiment forces Earth14

System Models with prescribed reductions in solar radiation to balance increases in at-15

mospheric CO2. One key source of uncertainty is the magnitude of solar constant reduc-16

tion required to offset a CO2 quadrupling. Here, we decompose the G1 experiment in17

the Community Earth System Model with solar only and CO2 only forcing experiments18

to quantify single forcing rapid radiative adjustments. We find that radiative adjustments19

to both single forcings have a net positive effect on top of atmosphere energy balance20

such that they both increase the net G1 forcing. Stratospheric temperature and short-21

wave cloud adjustments are the main sources of positive adjustment in both Solar and22

CO2 scenarios. We also show that net G1 radiative adjustment cannot be represented23

linearly with CO2 and solar forcing adjustments, which is primarily traced to further re-24

ductions in boundary layer clouds.25

Plain Language Summary26

Solar geoengineering refers to the modification of incoming sunlight upon the earth27

as a means to offset warming from greenhouse gases. Studies using climate models in-28

vestigate solar geoengineering in an idealized framework by directly tuning the amount29

of incoming sunlight within a model. The amount of adjusting necessary to achieve en-30

ergy balance from a given increase in carbon dioxide varies widely from model to model.31

Here, we run a series of idealized experiments using a state of the art climate model where32

CO2 is increased and sunlight is decreased in order to investigate the rapid climate re-33

sponses to both forcings applied one at a time. We find that rapid climate responses to34

both reduced sunlight and increased CO2 are distinct and feed back on on another when35

forcings are applied together. Furthermore, we find such rapid responses to be the main36

factor in determining the amount of sunlight reduction needed to balance increased CO2.37

1 Introduction38

Solar radiation modification, or solar geoengineering, refers to the deliberate mod-39

ification of sunlight incident upon the earth as a means of countering anthropogenic cli-40

mate change. While early studies used simple models to explore the role of solar radi-41

ation as an external forcing on the climate system (Wetherald & Manabe, 1975; Hansen42

et al., 1997), solar geoengineering as a potential mitigating strategy against greenhouse43

gas induced warming is a theoretical but nascent field of research (Crutzen, 2006; Wigley,44

2006; Robock et al., 2009). Coordinated efforts to research geoengineering using Earth45

System Models (ESMs) began with the Geoengineering Model Inter-comparison Project46

(GeoMIP) (Kravitz et al., 2011a, 2013a, 2013b, 2015). Initially, core GeoMIP experiment47

design included of idealized climates where the solar constant was adjusted within a given48

ESM to offset either instantaneous or time-evolving increases in CO2. As GeoMIP has49

evolved over the past decade, more complex experiment designs, such as injections of sul-50

phur dioxide into the stratosphere at the equator to create an aerosol layer analogous51

to that of a volcanic eruption, have emerged to transition towards more realizable ap-52

proaches. Application-based experiments such as targeted regional stratospheric aerosol53

injections (Tilmes et al., 2018), marine cloud albedo enhancement via boundary layer54

sea salt injections (Latham, 1990; Alterskjær et al., 2012; Niemeier et al., 2013; Kravitz55

et al., 2013b), calcite aerosol injections (Keith et al., 2016), and cirrus cloud seeding to56

increase outgoing longwave radiation (Mitchell & Finnegan, 2009) have all been proposed.57

Despite the growing breadth of solar geoengineering experiment designs, idealized58

experiments using direct solar constant tuning have persisted in GeoMIP due to their59

insights into geoengineered climates and ease of implementation. From both a model-60

ing and implementation standpoint, one element of uncertainty in idealized geoengineer-61
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ing experiments is the amount of solar constant reduction required to offset a given in-62

crease in CO2. In the GeoMIP G1 experiment, where the solar constant is reduced to63

balance an abrupt quadrupling of CO2, the reduction amount varies from model to model64

between 3.5-5% (Kravitz et al., 2013a, 2021). For modeling groups, determining the nec-65

essary reduction is typically circumvented using a brute force approach, where a heuris-66

tic equation is used to calculate the globally averaged solar constant reduction needed67

to offset the radiative forcing from an abrupt quadrupling of CO2 in order to create an68

initial guess value. Then, successive simulations with tuned solar constant values are used69

to achieve energy budget closure (Kravitz et al., 2011b). The solar constant offset model70

spread has been primarily attributed to rapid adjustments in the climate system as a71

response to both CO2 increases and solar constant reductions (Russotto & Ackerman,72

2018). Rapid responses in temperature, moisture, and clouds induce radiative pertur-73

bations alongside the direct Instantaneous Radiative Forcing (IRF) of the agent itself.74

which taken together determine the Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF) (Sherwood et al.,75

2015).76

Despite previous work exploring rapid adjustments as a response to external agents,77

their role in idealized geoengineering scenarios— which involve multiple forcings on the78

climate system— remain unclear. Here, we decompose the rapid adjustments from both79

CO2 and solar forcing in the G1 experiment using a series of single forcing experiments80

with the Community Earth System Model (CESM). We show that the solar constant off-81

set required is not easily predicted using the heuristic equation from GeoMIP due to ad-82

justments as a response of reducing the solar constant, as well as those that arise non83

linearly from introducing both CO2 and solar forcing at the same time. Lastly, we briefly84

explore the underlying physical response to the non linear adjustment contribution.85

2 Methods86

2.1 Community Earth System Model87

We employ CESM version 1.2.2 in its atmosphere & land only (or ”F”) component88

set (Hurrell et al., 2013). Specifically, the component set employed here consists of the89

Community Atmosphere Model (version 4, CAM4) with 26 vertical levels and 4◦ x 5◦ hor-90

izontal resolution, the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4), and prescribed pre-91

industrial ocean and sea ice climatologies. We configure CAM4 at its 4◦ x 5◦ horizon-92

tal resolution given our analysis is focused on global and zonal mean quantities, as well93

as for its computational efficiency. CAM4 is configured with the Cloud Object Simula-94

tor Package (COSP, Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2011)) enabled, which includes cloud diagnos-95

tics consistent with the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Klein96

& Jakob, 1999; Schiffer & Rossow, 1983). The ISCCP diagnostics include cloud fraction97

as a function of a on a 7 by 7 matrix of cloud top pressure and optical depth, which can98

be used with cloud radiative kernels to calculate the radiative perturbation associated99

with cloud responses are various heights and optical depths (Zelinka et al., 2012).100

All experiments follow the Radiative Forcing Model Inter-Comparison Project (RFMIP)101

protocol (Pincus et al., 2016). Simulations are run for 30 years using a repeating annual102

cycle of pre-industrial sea ice and sea surface climatologies as boundary conditions. All103

experiments with external forcings are compared to a control simulation where CO2 and104

the solar constant are kept at their default pre-industrial values (Table 1). Following RFMIP105

methodology allows for direct calculation of the ERF for each experiment. This offers106

a distinct advantage relative to the so-called ”Gregory” method, which relies on using107

linear regression on coupled model output in order to extrapolate the ERF (Gregory et108

al., 2004), and is therefore subject to drawbacks of assuming linearity in the climate re-109

sponse to changes global mean surface temperature (Knutti et al., 2017). Furthermore,110

the Gregory approach is significantly more computationally expensive given it requires111

centuries of coupled atmosphere-ocean model simulation.112
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We follow the GeoMIP G1 protocol to estimate the necessary solar constant reduc-113

tion needed to offset increased CO2 (Kravitz et al., 2011b). The G1 experiment design114

targets TOA energy balance as a metric of effectiveness. Specifically, we calculate the115

solar constant reduction using the following equation:116

ERFCO2
=

∆S0πr
2

4πr2
(1 − α), (1)

where ERFCO2 is the ERF from a quadrupling of CO2, r is the radius of the Earth, α117

is the planetary albedo (calculated using the abrupt-4xCO2 simulation), and ∆S0 is the118

solar constant reduction. For G1 simulations submitted to GeoMIP, this equation is to119

be satisfied for coupled simulations ran for 50 years. While this approach was adhered120

to for the majority of GeoMIP G1 simulations, some models targeted global mean sur-121

face temperature as opposed to energy balance.122

First, we run an abrupt-4xCO2 experiment (herein referred to as 4xCO2) and take123

the difference between 30 year global mean net top of atmosphere radiation relative to124

the control experiment to quantify the ERFCO2
(Hansen et al., 2005). We use the same125

prescribed value of ∆S0 as calculated via Equation 1 for both solar forcing only (herein126

referred to as SOLAR) and G1 experiments, where in G1 an abrupt quadrupling of CO2127

and solar constant reduction are applied at the same time. To estimate the linearity of128

the response, we also compute the sum of the outputs from the SOLAR and 4xCO2 single-129

forcing experiments, and refer to the resulting output as the G1L experiment.130

Experiment CO2 (ppm) Solar Constant (W m-2) Note

Control 284.7 1360.89 Baseline
4xCO2 1138.8 1360.89 single forcing
SOLAR 284.7 1317.19 single forcing

G1 1138.8 1317.19 combined forcings
G1L 1138.8 1317.19 SOLAR + 4xCO2 output

Table 1. Experiments performed for this study with their respective settings for CO2 volume

mixing ratio and solar constant values.

2.2 Quantifying Radiative Perturbations131

We estimate the change in TOA energy balance in each experiment using the fol-132

lowing equation:133

ERF = IRF +

n∑
x

∂R

∂x
dx (2)

where ERF is the Effective Radiative Forcing for a given climate forcing (4xCO2, SO-134

LAR), IRF is the Instantaneous Radiative Forcing, and the summation term is the sum135

of all radiative adjustments from responses in surface albedo, temperature, water vapor,136

and clouds. We clarify the term ”adjustments” as opposed to ”feedbacks” given the RFMIP137

experiment design where all SSTs and sea ice are prescribed. The partial term (∂R
∂x ) rep-138

resents the radiative sensitivities of a given state variable (x), and dx represents the cli-139

mate response in x due to the external forcing of SOLAR, 4xCO2, and G1 relative to140

the Control simulation.141
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We quantify the ERF directly from model output as the difference of 30 year, an-142

nual mean net TOA radiation in forcing experiments relative to the Control experiment.143

Each non-cloud radiative adjustment is quantified using radiative kernels (Shell et al.,144

2008). We use the radiative kernels from Shell et al. (2008) specifically as they were com-145

puted using radiative transfer code (CAMRT (Collins et al., 2004)) most similar as to146

the version of CESM used for this study. All radiative kernels are interpolated to 4◦ x 5◦ hor-147

izontal resolution and all climate responses are interpolated down to 17 standard CMIP5148

pressure levels (where applicable) before applying the radiative kernels. We quantify cloud149

adjustments using the COSP output from CESM and cloud radiative kernels designed150

for use with GCMs (Zelinka et al., 2012, 2013, 2016). Using the cloud kernel method,151

cloud radiative adjustments can be decomposed into contributions from both boundary152

layer (≥ 680 hPa) and free troposphere (< 680 hPa) clouds in both the longwave and153

shortwave1. Lastly, we quantify the IRF as the residual of the ERF and all radiative ad-154

justments via rearranging the terms in Equation 2. Under this framework where all ra-155

diative adjustments and the ERF are explicitly quantified, we assume that any error due156

to non-linearities in the energy budget decomposition (Equation 1) is small enough to157

consider negligible and thus included in the IRF term.158

3 Results159

3.1 Energy Budget Residual in G1160

We begin by showing the TOA energy budget response (i.e. the ERF) for each ex-161

periment in our study. The global mean ERF for 4xCO2 is 7.21 W m-2 (Figure 1a). Us-162

ing this value in equation 1 predicts ∆S0 of 43.70 W m-2 would be required to offset the163

ERFCO2
. However, the ERF for SOLAR is -6.46 W m-2, indicating that the S0 offset164

is insufficient to fully balance ERFCO2
, and this is confirmed by the residual ERF of 0.93165

W m-2 in the G1 experiment. While this residual is relatively small in the context of the166

global planetary energy budget, GeoMIP protocol requires ESMs to be within 0.1 W m-2
167

of energy balance (Kravitz et al., 2011a). That Equation 1 produces a positive residual168

in ERF (i.e. it underestimates ∆S0 required to balance 4xCO2 forcing) is well-documented169

(Russotto & Ackerman, 2018), but to our knowledge has not been adequately explained170

by previous studies.171

The remainder of this section presents the physical evidence for why this imbal-172

ance exists. The first piece of evidence comes from the meridional structure of ERF in173

response to 4xCO2 and SOLAR forcing. For 4xCO2, ERF peaks in the tropics and de-174

creases toward the poles (Figure 1b), in line with previous studies linking its meridional175

structure to the Planck response of warmer emission temperatures (Zhang & Huang, 2014).176

The SOLAR ERF is strongest (more negative) over the tropics and weakest (more pos-177

itive) near the poles, which arises from the tropics receiving the largest fraction of in-178

solation globally and thus the largest fractional decrease as a result of ∆S0. In G1 the179

ERF is near zero throughout the tropics, indicating almost perfect cancellation there,180

but there is a residual in extratropical regions in both hemispheres (Figure 1b). Subsam-181

pling the response into 3 decadal means shows that both the global mean ERF and its182

meridional structure is qualitatively similar for all three experiments.183

Given that ERF takes into account all radiative adjustments from temperature, sur-184

face albedo, water vapour, and clouds, it is insufficient as a stand alone metric to assess185

linearity between single versus combined forcing experiments. For SOLAR and 4xCO2186

specifically, differences in both sign and magnitude of radiative adjustments have been187

linked to residual positive forcing in GeoMIP G1 experiments (Russotto & Ackerman,188

1 See Zelinka et al. (2016) supplementary information for more methodological details
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Figure 1. a) Global mean ERF values for SOLAR, 4xCO2, G1, and G1L experiments. Error

bars are calculated via subsampling the response into 3 decadal mean intervals (years 1-10, 11-

20, and 21-30) and taking the difference between the maximum and minimum intervals. b) The

corresponding Zonal mean ERF. c) Zonal mean residual ERF between G1-G1L experiments. For

subplots b and c, the shaded regions are calculated as in subplot a.

2018). To understand what drives the nonlinearity in the response, we now present the189

decomposition of ERF decomposed into the IRF and its individual radiative adjustments.190

The net radiative adjustment in G1 is 3.26 W m-2, which is explained primarily191

by positive adjustments from stratospheric temperature and both boundary layer and192

free troposphere clouds in the SW, and partially offset by a negative Planck adjustment193

(Figure 2a). The net G1 adjustment illustrates the importance of quantifying rapid re-194

sponses here with respect to achieving energy balance, as the G1 ERF is only slightly195

positive (0.93 W m-2, Figure 1a) and would thus be substantially more negative with-196

out rapid adjustments. By construction, the Planck adjustment entirely explained by197

land surface temperature changes because SSTs and sea ice boundary conditions remain198

fixed. The land surface warms in G1 and 4xCO2, and cools in SOLAR (Figure S1). While199

other radiative adjustments are non-zero, the breakdown from G1 into 4xCO2 and SO-200

LAR shows that in many cases this is due to adjustments offsetting one another in terms201

of experiment. For example, the surface albedo adjustment is weakly positive (negative)202

for 4xCO2 (SOLAR), which is linked to land surface warming (cooling) and subsequent203

reductions in snow cover (Kuang & Yung, 2000). In terms of magnitude, the biggest con-204

tributions to G1 are from certain adjustments that are positive in both 4xCO2 and SO-205

LAR. The stratospheric temperature adjustment is positive due to radiative cooling in206

both single forcing experiments, a result that has been consistently observed across mod-207

elling studies (Wang & Huang, 2020; Chung & Soden, 2015; Hansen et al., 2005; Man-208

abe & Wetherald, 1975). The SW cloud adjustments are partitioned into boundary layer209

and free troposphere components, both of which are positive for 4xCO2 and SOLAR sce-210

narios, indicative of widespread reduction in cloud amount and/or optical depth through-211

out the troposphere. Conversely, LW cloud adjustments are near zero across all exper-212

iments and both cloud top distinctions. The contrast between longwave and shortwave213

cloud adjustments is linked to experiment workflow here, where SW heating from cloud214

fraction reduction is primarily linked to fast responses after a forcing agent has been in-215

troduced and LW heating is mostly surface temperature mediated (i.e. a feedback) (Zelinka216

et al., 2013). Given our experiments hold SSTs fixed, the longwave effect of cloud ad-217

justments is near zero.218
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Figure 2. Global, annual mean radiative adjustments for a) CO2, SOLAR, and G1 experi-

ments and b) Residual error between G1 and G1L experiments. From left to right, adjustments

are listed as surface albedo (a), stratospheric temperature (Ts), lapse rate T(l), Planck (Tp),

stratospheric water vapour (WVs), tropospheric water vapour (Wvt), shortwave boundary layer

cloud (Csw-bl), shortwave free troposphere cloud (Csw-ft), longwave boundary layer cloud (Clw-bl),

longwave free troposphere cloud (Clw-ft), and the total radiative adjustment value (net). c)

Global mean IRF for all four experiments. Error bars for all three subplots are calculated in the

same way as described in Figure 1.

Positive adjustments in both 4xCO2 and SOLAR experiments highlight why Equa-219

tion 1 often under predicts the ∆S0 offset to balance increased CO2. Adjustments pos-220

itively affect the IRF for 4xCO2 and SOLAR, but not in equal amounts. Equation 1 only221

considers adjustments from CO2, not adjustments for the solar constant reduction or po-222

tential non-linear interactions between the combined forcings. This result is also sup-223

ported by the global mean IRF for both 4xCO2 and SOLAR. In G1, the negative instan-224

taneous forcing (-2.33 W m-2) is the result of all adjustments from 4xCO2 (+1.74 W m-2,225

Figure 2a) being factored into Equation 1, which necessitates a greater reduction in the226

solar constant and thus a more negative SOLAR instantaneous radiative forcing (Fig-227

ure 2c). Indeed, if one were to use the IRF from 4xCO2 in equation 1, ∆S0 would be 33.15228

W m-2 as opposed to 43.70 W m-2. Next, we quantify and decompose the radiative ad-229

justments associated with non-linear responses to both 4xCO2 and SOLAR forcings.230

3.2 Non-linear Responses to Combined Forcings231

Using G1L provides a useful baseline to quantify non-linearities in G1. Any resid-232

ual in the energy budget between the two experiments is, by construction, a product of233

feedbacks in the climate response that cause radiative adjustments and further perturb234

the energy budget in G1. There is a non-negligible residual between the global mean ERF235

of G1 and G1L experiments (G1 is +0.19 W m-2 higher than G1L), which indicates that236

non-linear responses contribute to the positive adjustments from both SOLAR and 4xCO2237

rather than offset them (Figure 1a). Spatially, the energy budget residual is largest be-238

tween the two experiments in the Arctic region, where G1 has a weaker ERF by as much239

as 2 W m-2 (Figure 1c). However, the global mean residual is positive, with distinct peaks240

in the equatorial region and northern hemisphere extratropics.241

The magnitude and sign of most adjustments is approximated by the linear sum242

of 4xCO2 and SOLAR experiments (Figure 2b). The largest residuals come from the SW243
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boundary layer cloud adjustment (+0.22 W m-2), the SW free troposphere cloud adjust-244

ment (-0.13 W m-2), and the Planck adjustment (+0.10 W m-2). The G1 net residual245

value is 0.34 W m-2, or 10.45% of the net radiative adjustment value in G1. The SW free246

troposphere cloud adjustment residual exhibits substantial spread depending on which247

period of the response is considered, which results in a maximum net adjustment resid-248

ual as high as 0.51 W m-2. This net positive residual and its contributing components249

are indicative of non-linear interactions between cloud and thermodynamic responses in250

G1 that act collectively to further reduce cloud amount and/or optical depth in addi-251

tion to the linearly additive response in G1L.252

In G1, total cloud radiative adjustments are largely dominated by 4xCO2, with re-253

sponses from SOLAR being limited to boundary layer clouds (Figure 2a). Figure 3a shows254

the global mean G1 ISCCP simulator cloud fraction response consistent with the radia-255

tive adjustments calculated in the previous section. G1 exhibits reductions in optically256

thick clouds throughout the free troposphere from 60◦S - 60◦N (Figure 3a and c). Re-257

duced cloud fraction has a positive radiative effect in the SW as less radiation is reflected258

back to the TOA, causing a positive adjustment for both boundary layer and free tro-259

posphere clouds (Figure 2a). Cloud fraction increases near the tropopause, but the LW260

radiative effect is small due to such increases being confined to optically thin clouds (Fig-261

ure 2a, Figure 3a). Other increases in free troposphere clouds are confined to the poles262

in G1 (not shown), so they exhibit little influence on global mean radiative adjustments.263

Figure 3. a) Global, annual mean ISCCP simulator cloud fraction response (30 year means)

for G1. b) Residual ISCCP simulator cloud fraction response between G1-G1L. c & d) Same as a

& c but for zonal mean total cloud fraction on standard CMIP5 pressure levels.

The largest nonlinear contribution to the global mean is from optically thick bound-264

ary layer clouds (Figure 3b). Negative residuals in the lower troposphere below 680hPa265

illustrate further reduction in cloudiness in G1 and provide a clear explanation for the266

residual in SW low cloud adjustment (Figure 2b, Figure 3d). Conversely, the largest pos-267

itive residuals are in the upper troposphere, indicating a nonlinear amplification of op-268
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tically thin clouds in G1 relative to G1L. The small positive residuals in optically thick269

bins from 310-560 hPa show less of a cloud fraction reduction in G1. However, there is270

substantial spread in the corresponding SW free troposhere radiative adjustment depend-271

ing on which subsampled time frame is used as the response (i.e. years 1-10 or 21-30,272

Figure 2b). The magnitude and sign of cloud adjustments to external forcings persist273

as a dominant source of ERF uncertainty across ESMs (C. J. Smith et al., 2020). While274

these results are from a single model, they qualitatively agree with results assessing multi-275

model ensemble cloud adjustments as a response to increased CO2 (Kamae & Watan-276

abe, 2012). Our results also show that the free troposphere cloud response in G1 is dom-277

inated by the CO2 forcing as opposed to solar forcing (Figure 2a). As LW heating from278

the CO2 IRF warms and dries the lower free troposphere, relatively drier air is mixed279

downward from aloft to decrease optically thick boundary layer clouds in subsiding re-280

gions (Figure S2) (Kamae & Watanabe, 2012). Under solar forcing, the troposphere cools281

while the SSTs remain fixed, reducing inversion strength in those same subsiding regions282

and further decreasing cloud fraction. While the radiative magnitude of this effect is smaller283

in SOLAR (Figure 2a), the first order dependence on inversion strength is well documented284

as a controlling factor on low latitude boundary layer clouds (Klein et al., 2017).285

4 Discussion and Conclusions286

In this study, we have decomposed the top of atmosphere energy budget in a se-287

ries of fixed-SST, single and multi-forcing experiments using CESM to clarify the role288

of rapid adjustments in an idealized geoengineering scenario. Rapid adjustments act to289

increase the IRF for both 4xCO2 and SOLAR forcing. In the context of the G1 exper-290

iment with 4xCO2 and SOLAR forcing combined, this dampens the desired effect on TOA291

energy balance of reducing the solar constant, which necessitates overshooting the amount292

of reduction predicted by Equation 1. A decomposition of radiative adjustments to each293

external forcing within G1 reveals a significant non-linear effect that amplifies the net294

positive adjustment– primarily by reducing boundary layer cloud amount. A physical295

driver for such a non-linear response is not immediately clear. Decomposing the low cloud296

response in G1 and G1L into contributions from cloud controlling factors may offer some297

insight (Scott et al., 2020; Klein et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2015), but such work is beyond298

the scope of this study.299

From a modeling perspective, our results illustrate the difficulty in achieving en-300

ergy budget closure at the top of atmosphere for G1 via a trial and error approach. Even301

if one were to run a solar forcing only experiment to quantify the net radiative adjust-302

ment as done here, which could then be factored back into Equation 1, it would likely303

be ineffective as the net adjustment would vary as a function of the offset itself, which304

would then produce a secondary non-linear effect when both forcings are combined within305

a G1 experiment. Moreover, our results presented here are from a single ESM, and the306

non-linear adjustment contribution in G1 experiments likely varies from model to model307

to a similar degree as for other external forcings (C. Smith et al., 2018). More recent ad-308

vancements have taken a different approach, where geoengineering methodologies are de-309

signed to meet a particular objective (e.g. preserving the equator-to-pole surface tem-310

perature gradient) (Kravitz et al., 2016). Such an approach is in contrast to the conven-311

tional approach explored here, where the methodology is applied and its effectiveness eval-312

uated afterwards.313

An intuitive next step would be to assess the role of rapid adjustments in transient314

or plausible solar geoengineering scenarios. Solar dimming experiments do not wholly315

capture modeled responses from aerosol injections, particularly with regards to atmo-316

spheric chemistry and dynamics (Visioni et al., 2021a). Results from GeoMIP6 transient317

scenarios show that fully coupled ESMs exhibit similar globally averaged surface responses318

regardless of whether or not external forcings are applied smoothly or as a once per decade319

step function (Visioni et al., 2021b). Nevertheless, decomposing rapid adjustments to320
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individual forcings in transient geoengineering scenarios could reveal regional climate re-321

sponses and underlying non-linear physical drivers as shown here.322

Complications for modeling centres notwithstanding, these results exemplify the323

need for further research on rapid adjustments in geoengineering scenarios, particularly324

for ones with real world applicability as it will be an integral component in quantifying325

both geoengineering effectiveness (in terms of energy budget or surface temperature based326

objectives) and near term impacts (in terms of rapid climate response).327
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Figures

Figure S1. Annual mean surface temperature responses for a) SOLAR, b) 4xCO2, c) G1, and

d) G1L experiments. values in square brackets are global means.

å

Figure S2. 30 year zonal, annual mean air temperature response for a) 4xCO2, b) SOLAR, c)

G1, and d) G1-G1L.
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